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In this paper, we propose the design of two perfect multilayered linear transpolarization structures working in transmission. These
linear polarization converters are capable to rotate the polarization 90° independently from the direction of the input linear
polarization. Results show an excellent conversion ratio.

1. Introduction

Polarization state is one of the fundamental properties of
electromagnetic waves. In many telecommunication appli-
cations such as fiber-optic communication and remote
sensing, it is often required to have a control on the polar-
ization state of wave propagation [1]. Several classic
approaches that are well-known are based on birefringent
crystals, Faraday rotation, or Brewster angle effects [2].
These approaches in some cases suffer from bulky and
heavy structure making them less appealing in modern
integrated systems. In the recent decade, several advanced
designs were proposed to mitigate such problems [1, 3–6],
many of these being based on metasurfaces. Metasurfaces
are usually made of periodic structures in which the unit
cell is smaller than the operating wavelength. Once the unit
cell is suitably designed for a required electromagnetic
response, various functional devices can be realized includ-
ing polarization converters [1, 7–9].

According to literature and possible applications, linear
polarization converters might be the most widely used device
among various types of polarization converter devices. A lin-
ear polarization converter basically can rotate the linear
polarization of the incident wave by 90°, making it cross-

polar with respect to that of the incident wave. Due to the
importance of such devices, a great amount of research
efforts has been carried out by the research community in
the recent years in order to study and develop novel devices
operating this task [7–14]. In this letter, we propose the
design of two multilayered linear polarization (LP) con-
verters in transmission mode. The proposed devices are
capable to rotate the linear polarization of incident wave by
90 degrees irrespectively of the direction of the polarization
direction of the incident wave.

2. Design of Polarization Converters

In the following, we first provide the basic principles of LP
converters and indicate the requirements in order to design
LP converters. It was found that a perfect LP conversion
device can be achieved once the considered metallic layout
breaks the symmetry of the unit cell. Simulation results of
the proposed devices show an excellent conversion ratio
independently from the incident polarization direction.

Consider an incident linear polarized wave:

E inc = Ex + Ey e−iβz = E0 âx cos φ + ây sin φ e−iβz 1
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A perfect linear polarization conversion with 90° rotation
of the wave can be achieved, when one of the conditions
shown in Figure 1 is satisfied:

Et = ± E0 âx cos φ +
π

2
+ ây sin φ +

π

2
e−iβz 2

For clarity, equation 2 can be interpreted in such way
that realization of a perfect LP converter device requires
the maximum conversion of cross-polar components mag-
nitude to each other alongside with 180° phase difference
in transmitted components with respect to the incident
ones. Up to date, there are several design frameworks for
LP converter transmitter surfaces that suffer from either
difficult realization of PEMC and metamaterial surfaces
[1, 15] or limitation on the polarization direction of the
incident wave [16, 17].

Figure 2 depicts two single layer unit cells which are
the basis structures of the proposed multilayer LP con-
verters in this work. The unit cells are designed to
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Figure 1: Working principles of a linear polarization converter device.
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Figure 2: Single layer unit cells (0 43λ0 × 0 43λ0) of the two proposed LP converter devices with (a) L and (b) Z configurations.
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Figure 3: A multilayered network schematic.
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Figure 4: Representative picture of two cascaded networks.
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resonate at the desired operating frequencies and are
asymmetrical. Considering the multilayered network
shown in Figure 3, one can cascade several rotated layers
of the basis structures and obtain a total output scattering
matrix satisfying the requested goal.

Stotal =
R11 T12

T21 R22
=

r11xx r11xy

r11yx r11yy

t12xx t12xy

t12yx t12yy

t21xx t21xy

t21yx t21yy

r22xx r22xy

r22yx r22yy

3

In equation 3, R and T indicate reflection and transmis-
sion coefficients, respectively, x and y denote perpendicular
modes, and the numbers are indicating input/output ports.
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Figure 5: A unit cell of the proposed 4-layered perfect LP converters, (a) top view of L, (b) top view of Z, (c) 3D view of L, and (d) 3D view of Z
configurations.

Table 1: Design parameters of the proposed 4-layered perfect LP
converters.

Structure θ1(
°) θ2(

°) θ3(
°) θ4(

°) L1,2/λ0 L2,3/λ0 L3,4/λ0
L 132 110 85 63 0.641 0.151 0.633

Z 127 110 86 65 0.612 0.171 0.609
∗θi is the rotation angle of the structure in layer i.

∗Li,j is the physical distance
between adjacent layers i and j. ∗λ0 is the wavelength in free space.
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Figure 6: 3D view of a 4-layered Z-shaped LP converter.
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According to reciprocity theorem, the transmission matrices
shown in equation 3 are related as

T21 = T12 T , 4

so in case of a perfect LP converter device, we must have

T21
xy = T12

yx = 1,

T21
yx = T12

xy = 1
5

Furthermore, it can be verified that in order to have the
polarization conversion not dependent on the direction of
the linear polarized incident wave, the following phase condi-
tion must be satisfied as well:

Δφ T21
yx , T

21
xy = Δφ T12

yx , T
12
xy = π 6

Given the scattering matrix of a unit cell structure, it
can be demonstrated that the scattering matrix of the
rotated structure can be obtained by a suitable combina-
tion between two floquet modes. Moreover, the method
of cascading the rotated structures is rather simple. Con-
sider SA and SB that represent the scattering matrix of
the two reciprocal networks shown in Figure 4.

The equivalent scattering matrix of the cascaded network
in Figure 4, SC , is obtained as

S11C = S11A + S12A S11B S21A I − S22A S11B
−1,

S12C = S12A S11B S22A S12B I − S22A S11B
−1 + S12A S12B ,

S21C = S21A S21B I − S22A S11B
−1,

S22C = S22B + S22A S12B S21B I − S22A S11B
−1,

7

where I indicates a unitary matrix.
Figure 5 illustrates the proposed 4-layered perfect LP

converters obtained by cascaded connection of rotated unit
cells shown in Figure 2. The rotation angle of the structures
and distances between layers is reported in Table 1.
Figure 6 shows the design parameters of a 4-layered perfect
LP converter in 3D view.

Due to periodicity of the transmission coefficients for
all 360° of input polarization direction, Figure 7 illustrates
cross-polar transmission coefficients in only one quarter of
the angular period. The minimum power conversion ratio
of the proposed 4-layered LP converters with respect to
the direction of incident wave polarization is reported in
Figure 8. Results illustrate more than 90% conversion ratio
over the bandwidth of 1.6% and 2.4% (at f0) for the pro-
posed LP converters with L and Z configuration, respec-
tively. It should be noted that results are shown for
structures formed by lossless dielectric substrates with
dielectric constant of 4.4 and perfect electric conductors.

To verify the efficiency of 4-layered LP converters, two
converters were designed based on L- and Z-unit cells at
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Figure 7: Cross-polar transmission coefficients of the proposed 4-
layered perfect LP converter devices versus direction of incident
wave polarization at resonance frequency.
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Figure 8: Minimum power conversion of the proposed LP
converters with respect to the direction of incident wave
polarization.
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Figure 9: The computed PCR of L- and Z-shaped LP converters.
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resonance frequencies of 10.25GHz and 11.7GHz, respec-
tively. The dielectric used in the designs was a 1.6mm-
thick FR4-epoxy with dielectric constant of 4.4 and loss
tangent of 0.02. According to Table 1, unit cell dimensions
were calculated and simulations were carried out using a
commercial code based on the Finite Element Method
(Ansys HFSS). Figure 9 illustrates the polarization conver-
sion ratio (PCR) of the proposed LP converters around
their resonance frequencies.

PCR ji =
T2

ji

T2
ji + T2

ij

, i, j = x, y 8

3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we presented the design of two linear polar-
ization converters based on the cascaded connection of
rotated unit cells. The proposed structures are rotating
the input linear polarization by 90° independently from
the direction of polarization and achieve an excellent con-
version ratio.
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